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w7do»»sw^? Grad students notify

Board of 3 lawsuits
ByJImMartao
Contributing Editor
Notification of three lawsuits against
the Wood County Board of Elections was
given members yesterday by University
graduate students and teaching fellows.
Scot es of graduates showed up at the
board office to protest what they called
the arbitrary and discriminatory actions
of the board by not allowing the
University members the right to register
to vote in Wood County.
The board has maintained the
graduates and teaching fellows haw
other permanent residences outside of
Bowling Green where they could
register.
And, board members said they were
following the regulations set down by Ted
Brown, Ohio secretary of state, who
urged students to register "at home,
while they are on vacation."
The University members allege they
have no homes outside Bowling Green;
they live heie under long-term leases;
their children attend schools here; they
work here and pay taxes here.
"We have to Interpret the law as we
see it, end your recourse is through the
courts," said Lee Knorek, board
member.
Three University members then
handed board officials copies of a court
case to be heard before the Court of
Appeals in Toledo at 9 a.m. today.
The lour board members, Kronek,
Grace Bruns, Albert Newlove and Fred
Chambers, were named In the action.
Attorneys for the University mambaca.
are from the American Civil Liberties
Union, Legal Aid Society and independent firms.
The board yesterday called for more
Information from some of the complaining University members and said
board officials would contact them today
with the county board's final decision.
In sometimes heated debate,
protesting University members charged
the board with arbitrarily deciding who
was a student and who was not, and
failing to accept any evidence to the

contrary.
"We only want to exercise our Constitutional rights," said Baxter Ball.
University teaching fellow.
"And I must say that there is no
quicker way to alienate young
Americans today than to refuse them
those rights."
Albert Newlove, board member, said
the board was not refusing most of the
University members the right to vote,
rather the board was questioning their
right to vote locally, In Wood County.
"This looks like a long fight \" said
Mike Brown, graduate student in

philosophy here. "A big consideration is
the court cases filed in Toledo could
result in holding up any final vote tally
after the Nov. 3 election, and all candidates for office on the ballot- Governor
and senator, too-could be technically
kept from taking office until a final,
tallied vote is in," he said.
Those University members filing the
action are Richard Simington, James
Coffman and Ron Scherer.
Some of the questions the board must
ponder are these:
What documented evidence determines whether a Universitv member is

eligible to register to vote in local elections?
How is permanent residency In
Bowling Green established?
Should the wife of a student be denied
the right to register because her husband
is a student?
Does taking a night course at the
University make a Bowling Green
resident and property owner a student in
the board's eyes?
If the court cases are somehow
delayed in Toledo, will these students be
eligible to vote on election day?
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WOOD COUNTY Board of Election
members contemplate three lawsuits

that have
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Unwritten code warns

'You could be next'
By Walter R.MJan
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Among the
members of the United States Senate,
there is a political bond that goes beyond
party, an unwritten code that in effect
warns: "Caution, you could be next."
That reminder of political mortality
tends to make senators polite, and often
ineffective, campaigners against other
senators. It also tends to send them to the
aid of a party brother in trouble-even if
they are Republicans and the trouble is,
in part, Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
and the Republican White House.
So it was with six Repub|kan senators
who went to New York Monflay for a day
of campaigning in what most of them
privately concede is a lost cause, the
election of Sen. Charles E. Goodell.
Goodell, the Republican disowned by
the administration, is generally rated the
third man in a three-way race.
And In New York, the bastion and
bank vault of Republican liberalism,
there is now a strong possibility that a
conservative will be elected.
If James L. Buckley accomplishes
that feat as the nominee of the Conservative Party, he will do his voting
from the Republican side of the aisle, as
a favorite of the White House.
Buckley, a White House spokesman
said, "supports the President and the
President appreciates his support."
Aa for Goodell, Agnew called him
"truly the Christine Jorgensen of the
Republican Party," accusing him of
radical liberalism and constant opposition to the administration on major
Rep. Richard Ottinger, the
Democratic candidate, insists that by
staying a the campaign, Goodell can
only abet the Buckley cause by dividing
the liberal and moderate vote.
"Mr. Goodell has fallen into the
Agnew trap," said Ottinger. "The vice

president's unconscionable attacks have
been aimed at splitting the moderate
vote between Goodell and me, and
electing a conservative."
Indeed, one of the senators who went
campaigning for Goodell, Sen. Charles H.
Percy of Illinois, told the Chicago
Tribune afterwards that his real goa<
was to abet just such a strategy. Tha
message, however, seemed tailored foi
the generally conservative Republican
hierarchy back home In Illinois.
For Percy, who has had his differences with the administration, said in

New York "the thought has been ventured" that he, too, might encounter
conservative retribution when he runs
agalns In 1972.
All told, 20 of the 43 Republican
senators have endorsed Goodell despite
the administration's repudiation of the
nominee.
The on-the-scene campaigners ranged
from such liberals as Sen. Clifford P.
Case of New Jersey to Sen. J. Caleb
Boggs of Delaware, who ranks third
among senators in his support of Nixon
policies.

"Obviously, he doesn't agree with
Goodelll on a great many things," a
Boggs spokesman said. "But he thinks
whoever is nominated by the Republican
Party is a good Republican. New York is
obviously different from Delaware."
Sen. William Saxbe put it differently:
"When the President runs in 1972, Is
he going to campaign in industrial states
with Thurmond, Goldwater and Hruska?
They're fine people and represent their
own voters.but will Mr. Nixon go with
them into Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York
and Michigan?"

Inquiry shows conflict
between charter, code
By Damon Beck
Staff Reporter
In an inquiry to the Youth International Party, (Yippie), the
University Organizations Board has
charged the party with a conflict between
their constitution and the Student Code.
The Board is currently undergoing an
inspection of campus groups to see that
their objectives are constant with the
new code.
The Board, headed by James Szoka
vice president of cultural affairs of
Student Council, claims the Yippie
constitution is in conflict with the
"freedom of association" section of the
code.
The section states "students are free
to organize and join associations to
promote their common interest providing

these associations are organized for legal
purposes and do not conflict with the
University's educational objectives."
The key words In the "freedom of
association" section of the code are legal
and educational objectives, Szoka said.
Section three, article eight, of the
Yippie constitution is the contested
clause. It supports "revolution for the
hell of it, all power to the people."
Section two of article eight refers to
the Declaration of Independence and the
U.S. Constitution.
"As long as they comply with the
Student Code they will be all right,"
Szoka said. "These two sections are in
direct oppositiOB."
The Inquiry required the Ylppies to
"clarify, refine and resubmit" their
constitution to the board.
The Inquiry continued that If this

request is not fulfilled in 10 days it could
be grounds to be denied the rights and
privileges of a University organization.
Yippie spokesman Michael Goldenberg said the inquiry was "Just a way to
discredit our organization."
"I don't think they are running an
inspection of all the University
organizations," he said. "We are the only
left wing group that speaks out on
campus and they are out to get us."
Goldenberg also leveled a personal
attack on Szoka saying that he was a
political conservative and was using "bis
office to realize his own personal objectives of discrediting the Ylppies."
The Yipples have answered the
charges, Szoka said, but legal counsel
would have to be consulted to see If thelr
constitution now qualifies under the new
Code.
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on liberal studies
With the announcement of the proposal to establish a
program for a Liberal Studies degree, Dr. John Eriksen,
dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, has moved the
University closer to the optimum position: that of offering
programs to meet everyone's needs.
There will be no majors, minors, distributive
requirements, group requirements, or language
requirements. Dr. Eriksen said. Instead, students will
have to satisfy only the more general stipulations, most of
which are state or University policies.
The News heartily endorses the proposal and urges Its
swift acceptance by the various University councils and
administrators that must pass it on.
As the plan must also receive the okay of the University
Board of Trustees and the Ohio Board of Regents-a
sometimes prolonged process-we hope that It does not
become bogged down unnecessarily within the University.
This is not to say the plan should receive only superficial treatment. It must be studied carefully, with
suggestions offered wherever improvements can be made.
But it would be a big mistake to allow it to get tangled In
red tape within the University.
If the plan does, indeed, receive final approval,
students are cautioned not to make a hasty decision to
enroll In It.
As Dr. Eriksen pointed out, a Liberal Studies program
is not suited for everyone. Some students can benefit much
more by their prescribed curriculum.
Each student considering such a line of study should
carefully check requirements of graduate schools and
prospective employers before making such an important
committment.
Used correctly, a Liberal Studies program could be the
key to a student's education. Used incorrectly, it could be
the roadblock.

thurstin st. peril
The aesthetic remaking of Thurstin Street Is a credit to
University planners, but they must not overlook the safety
of the people who have to cross it.
The four-lane street so far has proven an Invitation to
reckless drivers who are more Interested in seeing how
fast they can get from first to fourth gear than how best
they can get where they're going.
As a consequence, those hoofing it across Thurstin to
and from Court Street and the new parking lot have found
staying alive to be no more than a day-to-day proposition.
In the interests of safety, a designated crosswalk from
the Administration Bldg. to the Court Street Intersection,
adorned with an overhead "Yield for Pedestrians" sign, Is
imperative.
Although this set-up may not jive with the aesthetic
effect planners are attempting to achieve for the front
approach to the campus, it is the minimum precaution
necessary for the safety of pedestrians.
Another essential precaution is to instali a 25 m.p.h.
speed limit for the street to discourage the latent dragracing tendencies In our community.
Something should be done in the near future before the
day comes when one of those pedestrians finds himself
beneath the wheels of a car.

the red cross drive
The Red Cross bloodmobile will be on campus next
Wednesday and Thursday.
Last April, 225 students and faculty members donated
their blood during the drive. This year, the campus aim Is
for 300 pints of blood.
To expect 300 donations from a campus of 15,000 certainly Isn't unreasonable for such a worthy cause.
The News urges you to make an appointment today or
any day through Nov. 3 In the Union Activities Office on the
third floor of the Union.
No parental permission is required if you are 18 years
or older.
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focus: survival
By Robert 8tles>-r
GoMtColBmnlit
It iecnu that the real issue regarding
the Kent State grand Jury finding, has
been lout In the understandable but
pointless cry of Injustice: injustice can
be no surprise to any person with a keen
sense for the obvious. Perhaps we need
to forget about American morality,
rather the absence of it, and focus our
concern simply on survival, for that was
the notion that pervaded my thought this
past weekend.
What indeed is moat ominous about
the findings la that the Jury exonerated
the National Guard not because It was
threatened but because it thought It was
threatened; that the Guard' sincerely
and honestly believed Its members would
come to harm.
It should be noted that the quoted
findings made no mention of the term
'self-defense', because that was not their
case or argument. This precedent since
it la made legally has tremedous
ramifications.
The existence of a national draft, an
Illegally war-waging Pentagon, the
presence of nuclear arsenals, all appear
as threats; I think of them as clear
present dangers, because I might be
drafted Into that Illegal war by those
folks who work In Washington, these
folks who have pushed for years In the
Pentagon to bring nuclear weapons into
the Indochina War; these weapons could
roast, explode, disease, or melt my body
should they have their way.
This clear and present danger in my
mind, then must allow me the right to act
as I see fit without fear of legal
prosecution. If this is so, then I thank the
Jury and I suggest that they further
recommend the release of all political
prisoners in this country, because the
latter tend to feel an enormous threat to
them.
Given this decision, does anyone
need more reason to feel threatened? If
however, It is untrue that I can legally
take action, violent or no, should I feel
threatened, against the U.S. Military,
U-8. Leaders, ROTC, etc. then one of the
most disgusting, Illogical, immoral, &
simply stupid crimes since the Invention
of campus invasion by the Armed Forces
has been committed.
To assume that the Guard felt
threatened without considering that the
Kent (or any other) students felt
threatened by the presence of armed,
Inexperienced, not terribly bright
soldiers Is a demonstration of the Jury's
own inexperience.

all on the b.s.u. editorial
the black experience
The editorial that waa written by the
BG News about the B.S.U. was
degrading and very much an insult to the
Black students on this campus and black
people all over the world.
It utterly amazes me how a so-called
educated white man could possibly say
that a derrogatory picture such as the
one that was printed in the yearbook
could be thought of as a simple matter.
The black experience is a complicated
one and it Is difficult for anyone to understand it other than the Black man. It
la quite obvious that the person that
wrote this editorial has absolutely no
conception of any thoughts of the Black
man, let alone his experience.
But actually this editorial really
didn't surprise any Black person on this
campus; It simply brought to light

something that the vast majority of
Blacks know already. That being that
the vast majority of whites simply
become perturbed when they see a group
of Blacks organising and working
together for one common cause and that

Indeed, these are troubled times when
white Americans are having to abandon
the image they created of themselves
and of America. Why then did the
irrational power racism holds over us
emerge so quickly when Black students
rejected the negstive deplorable portrayal of a Black student in the recent

on the k ey recta
There is a basic wrong being done to
the readers of the Key by recalling the
Key Just to keep a single picture from
them.
The blacks who felt that they were so
offended by the picture In the Key should
have Just taken the picture out of their
books, rather than cause a stir among the
majority of readers.
After all, It Is doubtful that many
other students felt any offense aimed at
them by the picture-in fact, why the
blacks feel so offended is a mystery to
most of us. It seems that the simple act
of a person tearing the picture out of his
book would serve the purpose, rather
than wasting perhaps as much as ISQ0.00
to do this for him.
The article In the News Indicated the
Black Student Union representatives felt
the blacks had been portrayed much too
often as doing nothing but protesting.
This incident hasn't exactly done
anything towards erasing that image.
To try and keep the blacks happy, the
Key staff has actually left the door open

for anyone to censor the Key if there is a
possibility that he might start a little
trouble. How asinine!
John Doering
Firelands Campus

key for the key

Jacqueline J. Henley
110 Chapman

issue of the Key. The unmitigated gall of
the Key staff to think for one second that
Black people would not react waa truly
an insult to our intelligence dignity, and
pride.
Insitutionallzed racism in American
universities is definitely on the rise and
no sane person can, in all humanity, deny
that it does not exist here at Bowling
Green State University. Black students
have progressed from the rather naive
attitudes that whites here at Bowling
Green once expected of Black folk.
It is truly unfortunate that whites
cannot empathize what we as a people
felt upon viewing such an audacious
characterization of a Black student. The
feelings, emotions, fears, hopes, and
sorrows of Black people were unjustly
crushed and humiliated by an act many
people felt was so trite that their only
comment was "but the complaints of the
Black students were a complete surprise".

Trie Key for ui»Ke> is this Key. Some
Black people here-and ever* niiei ;-vi"
threaten, exhort and 'belligerently'
demand the removal of blatant, subtle,
accidental or intended affronts to Black
dignity.
Neither this university's properties
nor Its personnnel are sacrosanct when
assaults are made on Black people or
Black dignity. I applaud the students and
staff members that put the Key to the
Key.

We must all be determined as people
'•.irn how to "become." First we must
lane the 'oeglnnlr ," step of recognizing
that man) of us neither through family
relationships, education, nor experience,
have learned how to be a "human being".
This is a terrible indictment - yet it is a
truth.
We must also recognize that we
Blacks truly believe that If we begin to
think black, which is a philosophy of life
as well as skin color, we will not only
change the Bowling Green's educational
Johns. Scott "mis-education process", we will destroy
Playwright-in-Residence Institutional racism. This we must do
Department of Speech
William E. Pitts, Ass't. Director
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM

the automobile
explosion
he said, "we can and must prevent
careless citizens from cluttering up the
highways by having unwanted cars."
Research showed, he said, that most
people had unwanted cars as the result of
'■yielding to s sudden urge without taking
adequate precautions."
A typical case, he said, would be that
of a man who passes a dealer's
showroom, sees a Bekhfire-8 in the
window and, to prove his masculinity,
consummates the deal on the spot.
To prevent such accidents, Dr.
Horlick made an impassioned plea for
increased distribution through Planned
Automobile Clinics of The Pill (a simple
tranqulhter effective In supressing such
urges).
For Catholics, he recommended the
Rhythm Method, whereby couples visit

is to lift themselves out of this seemingly
abyss of degradation that you have put us
In.

institutionalized racism

-our man hoppe-

By Arthur Hoppe
National Cohimtit

•••

automobile dealers only between midnight and 4 a.m. when the showroom is
closed.
As a last resort, Dr. Horlick called for
an all-out educational campaign "aimed
at convincing American families to have
babies instead."
"Babies," he noted, "not only take up
less space than automobiles, but they
consume less of our Implacable natural
resources and are.of course, smog-free.
"Moreover, while the upkeep la about
the same, the Initial cost of a baby is far
lower. To save our vanishing heritage,
we must show every American that a
baby is a better deal."
Unfortunately, Dr. Horlick conceded
gloomily, the statistics on growth rates
prove conclusively that most Americans
would rather have a car.

left bear fron yoaj
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Also, we invite you to
comment on all published
editorials, letters and columns.
In order to bring you a crosssection of views and opinions,
however, we ask that letters be
no more than 300 words,
typewritten. Columns should be
a maximum of four typed pages,
triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right
to edit all submissions which
exceed these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper
taste.
Letters and columns should
include the author's address and
phone number and may be
mailed to
The Editor
BGNews
106 University Hall

The League for Planned Automobiles
held another grim rally to warn the world
once again of the gravest threat it faces i
The Automobile Explosion.
Dr. Paul Horlick, author of "The
Automobile Bomb" and other bestsellers, laid the frightening facts on the
line:
In 1900, there were only 8000
automobiles on the Nation's highways.
Today, there are more than 100,000,000.
"The number of automobiles has
soared at almost precisely the ratio
predicted by the great demographer,
Malthus," said Dr. Horlick. "Thus we
see that by the year 2000, under the
inexorable dictates of Malthusian Law,
America will be trying ty support no
fewer than 4.3 trillion automobiles!"
Dr. HorUchpainted a bleak picture of 'SO MUCH FOR THE SOVIET-SUB-BASE-IN-CUBA PLAN-ANY MORE BUDGET-RAISING IDEAS..T
America In the year MOO, covered from
(SmaumKirm
coast to coast with a solid blanket of cars,
in some areas two and three deep.
The land, be said, would be swept with
"terrible gasoline famines" and the
carnage on the highways would be incredible.
"If 100 million cars cause 55,000
deaths a year today," he pointed out,
"then 4.3 trillion cars will inevitably
cause 2.3 million deaths a year."
Added to this, he said, would be the
effects of overcrowding on the driver:
'Imagine the psychoses caused by
having to wait six weeks for an opening in
the traffic pattern to get your car out of
the garage."
Dr. Horlick blamed The Automobile
Explosion on two factors: an everincreasing production rate and a longer
life span. '"Thank* to advances in
modern motor care," be said, "the life
expectancy of the average car has mere
than doubled since 19*5."
Dr. Horlick la foander of an
organization known as "Zero Automobile
Growth." Its goal la to induce all
Americans to have no more than 1.2 cars
per family.
Through adequate family petaesnK."

■a.
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Greeks to aid ghouls
By BobTkact

As witches and goblins
prepare to do their worst this
Halloween, the greeks of
BGSU will be out to see they
don't get carried away with
their work.
Ken Brush, vice president
of Interfraternity Council and
originator of the project, said
that the IFC and PanheUenlc
Council will have over ISO
greeks patrolling the streets of
Bowling Green tomorrow
night to protect trick-ortreaters from harm.
Teams of one fraternity
and one sorority member will
be stationed throughout the
city, explained Brush.
Bobbie Sopp, Panhellenic
Council's delegate In charge of
the project added, "We
wanted the project publicised
In
advance
to
let
troublemakers know that
there will be people watching
for them."
"The project was started
N.wg.k*. by Srlan St.H.m
WINTER CAN'T be tar off now that tha
because we wanted to involve
make
the
best
of
these
nice
days
for
you'll
the greeks in the community,"
ground is covered with leaves, and if
not have many more.
she continued.
you'rt a fair weather tan you'd better
Working with the greeks on
the project will be the mayor's
and sheriff's offices. Sheriff
Earl Rife divided the city Into
approximately forty districts
where students will be sent
The Greeks will be ou
from 7 to 9 p.m. Friday, the
time designated by Mayor F.
All persons connected with Gus Skibble as the "legal"
KENT. (AP) - Kent State a special state grand Jury "should have shot all"
the Jury were under court
the
May troublemakers on campus.
University President Robert I. investigating
White yesterday defended disturbances on the campus
The grand Jury in- orders not to discuss their
geology Prof. Glenn W. Frank, "stupid and naive." He made vestigated the events which testimony or the jury's fin- Spanish poet
who spoke out in contempt of the statements after a special led to the shooting deaths of dings. Frank testified twice
court over the weekend, and prosecutor for the grand Jury, four students and the woun- before the Jury. Both Frank to speak here
praised him for his com- Seabury H. Ford, allegedly ding of nine others May 4 and Ford's comments the
said in a newspaper interview during a clash between professor "felt obligated to this weekend
mitment to the university.
speak in defense of the
Frank called the findings of that the Ohio National Guard guard and demonstrators.
university and its students.
One of the foremost con"No one holds a greater temporary Spanish poets will
commitment to Kent State visit the University this
University and to Justice,"
weekend.
White said of Frank. "Any
Dr. Damaso Alonso will
university would be fortunate read and comment on his
to hold his allegiance."
poetry this Friday in the
In the meantime, William Alumni Room in the
G. Arthrell, 21, of Oberlin, was University Union.
charged with second-degree
Dr. Alonso Is also a
riot Tuesday after surren- philologist, critic and literary
WASHINGTON (AP) - individuals who would destroy reconvenes, but beyond that dering to the Portage County historian, as well as president
Public distribution of an of- our Institutions and form of there will be no further Sheriff's office on an in- of the Spanish Royal
ficial House report on so- government," Gesell said in comment until the injunction dictment by the Jury.
Academy.
has been examined and
called
radical
campus his ruling.
"If any of them are listed in brought to the attention of the
speakers was prohibited
yesterday by a federal Judge, this report, our Constitution committee chairman."
Rep. Richard H. Ichord (D"The report of the House nevertheless preserves their
Committee for Internal right to speak even though Mo.), chairman of the House
Security is without any proper their acts may be restrained." committee, earlier announced
The Judge said there has he wants to challenge a court
legislative purpose," U.S.
District Judge Gerhard Gesell been an increasing tendency right to restrict publication of
said in his rulings, "and in- by Congress to investigate an official report.
ACI.U lawyer Lawrence
fringes on the Constitutional "for exposures sake" and said
rights of individuals named he hopes Congress on its own Speiser said he will not appeal
will limit its investigations to the ruling, even though it does
therein."
The
American Civil subjects directly related to not grant all he asked. He said
510 E. Wooster St.
he will wait to see what Ichord
Liberties Union, which won legislation.
Gesell's Injunction is only and the government do.
the permanent injunction
against publication of the against the U.S. public printer
official report at public ex- and only prohibits publication
pense, called the decision the of the House report at public
first ever In which a court expense.
The Judge indicated in open
restricted Congress- authority
over its own reports.
court last week that be could
The House committee not realistically accept the
request
that
report lists 65 speakers it ACI.U's
identifies as members of congressmen and everyone
militant, radical or Com- else also be enjoined against
munist-oriented organizations reprinting the official House
and concludes the campus report on their own.
speaking circuit is a
A committee spokesman
significant source of financing said "the case will be apfor revolutionary and disor- pealed and the matter underly activities.
doubtedly be brought before
"There are undoubtedly the House when Congress
YOUR YEARBOOK STAFF
urges you . . .

Kent president defends prof

Judge forbids issue
of report on radicals

Burger Chef
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2 BIG SHEFS $.99
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CONTACTS) YET....

To return the attached card to insure that your portrait will appear
in the yearbook.
Simply complete and mail the attached schedule within three days.
Place an "X" where you have free hours to be photographed. Your
portrait appointment will be individually tailored to the free times
you indicate on the attached uard.
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will receive a confirmation of your appointment with all details.
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Friday

trick-or-treating hours.
"This is a very fine thing as
far as University and community relations are concerned." commented Mayor
Skibbie on the project
He added that the city has
arranged a donut and cider
party for the people who help
with the project It Is to be
held at the city building
Friday evening after trick-ortreating hours have ended.
The mayor received over
SO letters from the fifth grade
class of Conneaut Elementary
School concerning Halloween.
The general opinion of the
letters, the mayor said, was
that "trlck-or-treat night was

becoming too dangerous."
Some of the suggestions in
the letters were to have a
policeman dressed as a
woman sent out with each
trick-or-treater. The mayor
vetoed this suggestion, explaining that it would mean
only eight children would be
allowed out at a time.
Another suggestion from
the letters was to have the
policemen take the first bite of
the
candy
given
to
Halloweeners to be sure it is
safe to eat.
On that suggestion the
mayor commented that he did
not expect the greeks to be
guines pigs for the children

and th.' while having the
patroUeis out watching the
kids is a very good idea, it
would not be necessary If
parents would go out with
their children.
Also getting into the
community-help olrit was
Bowling Green Hi. h School.
Their student council has
offered a "Witchcraft insurance policy" to the
homeowners of the city.
For a premium of 75 cents,
policy holders who have had
their windows soaped or In
other ways marred, need only
to telephone the school to have
a team of window-washers
sent to repair the damage.

Peace rally in Columbus
will protest jury
Columbus will be the scene
of a peace rally this Saturday
to protest the Ravenna Grand
Jury indictment of 25 Kent
State students as well as the
war In Southeast Asia.
The rally Is being held In
conjunction with rallies in 40
cities across the country and
according to a statement from
the Cleveland Area Peace
Action Council, the rally will
be the peace movement's
answer to Nixon, Agnew and
the Ravenna Grand Jury.
The rally is scheduled to
start at 11:30 a.m. between
High and Broad Streets in
front of the Capitol Building.
Among those confirmed to
speak are: Jerry Grodon,
coordinator of the National
Peace Action Coalition; Gary
Staiger of GI's Against the
War in Vietnam at Wright
Patterson Air Force Base and

Gale Shangol from the Ohio
Student Mobilization Committee to End the War In
Vietnam.
A representative from the
Kent State Student Senate will
also speak.
Jim Glover, a folksinger,
and a Cleveland area rock
band will perform.

Parking will be available
at the Veteran's Memorials!
300 Broad St. for SO cents per
car. Legal and medical teams
will be present at the rally site
and child care centers will be
available.
Rally information will be
available by calling 291-0615.
294-6378, or 291-3229.
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^^VE DON'T WANT
TO FOOL YOU
YOU KNOW Is HAT HAS HAPPENED
IN EMPLOYMENT THIS YEAR.
YOU ALSO KNOW THAT THE COMING YEAR HOLDS UNCERTAINTIES AS TO WHAT THE EMPLOYMENT POTENTIAL WILL BE WHEN
YOU GRADUATE.
LET'S ASSUME FOR A MINUTE
THAT NCR DOESN'T HAVE A
POSITION OPEN THAT MEETS
YOUR INTERESTS AND ABILITIES WHEN YOU FINISH YOUR
EDUCATION.
THIS DOESN'T
MEAN THAT WE ARE NOT INTERESTED IN YOU.
IT DOESN'T
MEAN WE WON'T BE HIRING
NCR HAS EMPLOYED HUNDREDS
CT ENGINEERS* ACCOUNTANTS*
RESEARCH CHEMISTS' COMPUTER
SCIENCE PERSONNEL* MARKETING OR SALES PERSONNEL. AND
PEOPLE WITH VARIOUS DISCIPLINES IN RECENT YEARS.
WE
KNOW WE WILL BE NEEDING
MANY SUCH PEOPLE EVEN THOUGH
THE NUMBERS MAY NOT BE GREAT
WHEN YOU FINISH YOUR EDUCATION THIS YEAR. AFTER ALL*
WE ARE ONE OF THE WORLD'S
LARGEST COMPANIES IN THE
COMPUTER SYSTEMS INDUSTRY.
THE COMPUTER SYSTEMS INDUSTRY IS AMONG THE FASTEST
OtOWING INDUSTRIES IN THE
WORLD.
NCR WILL CONTINUE ITS CAMPUS RECRUITING ACTIVITIES
THIS YEAR.
THE SCHEDULE
THAT WE CARRY OUT WILL BE
LIMITED AND YOU MAY NOT HAVE
THE OPPORTUNITY TO TALK TO
US ON CAMPUS.
NCR* THOUGH*
IS STILL INTERESTED IN YOU.
IF YOU CANNOT MEET US ON CAMPUS AND YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
OUR TYPE OF BUSINESS* KEEP US
IN HIND.
DROP US A LINE.
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EXECUTIVE A PROFESSIONAL
PLACEMENT
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Farm products decline

Wholesale prices drop
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
government
reported
yesterday that wholesale
prices dropped one-tenth of
one per cent in October
because of a sharp decline in
farm products, but industrial
commodities were sharply
higher because of new 1971 car
and truck prices.
The decline in the over-all
wholesale Price Index-the
second monthly drop this
year-lowered the index to
117.7. The figure means it cost
wholesalers this month t) 17.70
on the average for a broad
range of food and industrial
raw materials worth $100 in
the 1957-59 base period.
The index was 3.2 per cent
above a year ago, the smallest
year-to-year spread in 19
months, said the Bureau of
Labor Statistics.
The report is preliminary,
subject to change when more
details are available later.
The bureau said that on a
seasonally adjusted basis, the
index was up one-tenth of one
per cent because it usually
shows a larger drop in October.
The report said farm
products dropped 3.8 per cent,
after rising 3.3 per cent last
month Processed foods and

feeds were down one per cent. of the best indicators of how
Food is the most volatile the economy is moving. But
category of the index, subject he added the automobile
to frequent sharp month-to- workers strike had a "sharp
month changes.
adverse impact" on the inA broad range of industrial dicators. He said until the
commodities rose seven- walkout ends, it will not be an
tenths of one per cent, the accurate measure of how the
largest rise in more than a economy is moving.
year. The report said 60 per
The 12 leading indicators
cent of the rise was accounted
for by prices of newly introduced 1971 automobile and
truck models.
Costs of bituminous coal
and electric power were also
up sharply, the report said.
On a seasonally adjusted
basis, the bureau said the
decline for farm products was
MONTREAL (AP) - Two
2.7 per cent, the drop for
processed foods and feeds was more notes purporting to
two-tenths of one per cent, and come from Quebec's political
the rise for industrial com- kidnappers turned up Tuesday
night. One said the body of
modities was five-tenths.
Meantime, the Commerce British Trade Commissioner
Department said its index of James R. Cross could be found
12 leading economic in- near a bridge, and police said
dicators declined by 1.2 per it was a hoax. The other
contained "the old FLQ bull
cent in September.
The index includes such we've all heard about" and
Indicators as the Gross was probably authentic, a
National Product, personal police spokesman said.
The fake note said the body
income, domestic investment
of Cross, kidnaped Oct. S by
and final sales.
A Commerce Department the Quebec Uberation Front,
analyst, Dr. Harold Passer, or Fl Q. was near the St. Rose
said the index normally is one bridge in Laval, north of

dropped from 114.6 in August
to 113.4 in September. It was
the lowest figure of the year.
Passer said the face that
data on unemployment was
collected during Labor Day
week also caused a downward
trend in the composite indicators.

Quebec police say
kidnap notes fake

LOVE TO SKI?
WANT TO LEARN?
Fiv weekend trips — plus 2 trips to Europe
over Christmas Break
"Be Part of the BGSU Ski Club >i
Meeting Thursday - October 29
6:00 - 115 Education Building
or call Al Goldstein 352-0150

Montreal. Police searched the
area and found no trace of the
49-year-old Briton.
The other communique, a
three-page letter, was accompanied by a passport page
bearing the photograph of
Paul Rose, one of five men for
whom warrants have been
issued in the investigation of
the kidnaping of Cross and the
kidnap-murder of Quebec
Labor Minister
Pierre
Laporte. The last page of the
letter also carried one of
Rose's fingerprints. The
police said.
The letter outlined the
FLQ's revolutionary aims but
made no mention of Cross, the
police said.
Usually booming fall
business in downtown Montreal's restaurants, art
galleries, boutiques, theaters,
and department stores had
dropped an average of 40 per
cent since the beginning of the
terrorist crisis, the Canadian
Press reported in a survey
today.
The area hardest hit appeared to be Old Montreal,
where police barriers have
been set up around City Hall,
police headquarters, the
Justice Department and other
likely targets for the
terrorists.'

SEN. CHARLES GOCDELL, top toft,
welcomes GOP office holders who have
rallied to his support. Among those office
holders who attended a fund raising rally
for Goodell at a New York City
restaurant, were, from left: Sen. William

AlMlM l>MM wimfcwi

Saxbe, R Ohio, Sen. Caleb Boggs, R
Sen. Jacob K. Javits, R NY., and
York City Mayor John V. Lindsay.
Mayor's wife, Mary, may be seen
his shoulder.
,

Del.,
New
The
over

Army clears captain
FT. BRAGG N.C. (AP) The Army cleared Capt.
Jeffrey
R.
MacDonald
yesterday of murder charges
in the killings of his wife and
two daughters last February.
MacDonald's civilian attorney said the report listed
several factors in his favor.
One of them was that a young
girl, whose identity has not
been established, was seen
near the scene of the slayings
and was believed under the
influence of drugs, the attorney said.
Maj. Gen. Edward M.
Flanagan, commander of the
John F. Kennedy Center for
Military assistance, ruled

there
was
insufficient
evidence to Justify the three
counts of premeditated
murder against the 27-yearold Green Beret physician.
MacDonald, who had
maintained that the deaths
occurred at the hands of a
small group of intruders into
his home, reiterated today his
innocence and said he was
relieved at the Army's action.
He added that he will ask
for an immediate discharge
from the Army and "I think I
will get it."
Flanagan, who is MacDonald's commanding
general, based his ruling on a
2,000-word report of a lengthy,

ATTENTION
ALL BGSU WOMEN
Applications Are Now Available For AWS Secretary.
They Can Be Obtained In Room 425 Of The Student
Services Building Today Through Friday.

The Deadline for returning the applications is
Sunday, November 1, dt

2:OOp.m.

Pow-Mia's... Help Them!
"We the undersigned petition The
Govt. of North Vietnam to abide by
the terms of the Geneva Convention
with regard to the treatment
of American PRISONER'S OF WAR
in Southeast Asia."

signed.
Rtt.u Petition To lyo West, loi 8, U. Hill

You meet the
~~
Tinest people at pftGl|ft|b.

secret hearing by Col. Warren
V. Rock of Ft. Bragg.
The Army had charged
that MacDonald stabbed and
beat to death his wife, Colette,
28, and his daughters Kimberly, 6, and Kristin Jean, 2,
and then stabbed himself as a
cover-up and invented a story.
MacDonald said
the
killings were done by a hippielike band of three young men
and a girl who intruded in his
Ft. Bragg apartment before
dawn Feb. 17.
One of his civilian lawyers,
Dennis
Eisman
of
Philadelphia, said Rock's
report to Flanagan cited
several factors in MacDonald's favor.
MacDonald has returned to
his duties as a specialist in
preventive medicine for the
Special Forces.
Wilson said the commander of Ft. Bragg, Lt. Gen.
John J. Tolson, concurred in
Flanagan's decision.
But one of his civilian
lawyers, Dennis Eisman of
Philadelphia, said Rock's
report to Flanagan said it

cited several factors in
MacDonald's favor.
Among them, he said, were
the prosecutions inability to
identify certain fingerprints at
the scene of the crime, its
inability to identify strands of
hair in and near the hand of
Mrs. MacDonald and its
inability to identify a young
girl whom Eisman said was
seen by a military policeman
near the MacDonald apartment shortly after the murders were discovered.
Eisman said the report also
suggested
further
investigation of a young girl who
reportedly said in the
presence of police that she
was under influence of drugs
when the murders were
committed and could not
remember where she was or
what she was doing.
The girl has been
questioned several times by
officers.
Wilson said an investigation into the murders
will resume, adding, "This is
still an open case."

U.S. Embassy recalls
consuls from Armenia
MOSCOW (AP) - The U.S
Embassy
announced
yesterday it has recalled its
two consuls from Armenia
after Soviet authorities
refused to let them meet for a
second time with two generals
whose light plane strayed
across the Turkish border.
An embassy spokesman
read a brief statement and
refused to elaborate beyond
that. It reads: "The embassy
has instructed its two consuls
to return to Moscow. They are
expected later today. They
will not be available for
comment to the press.
"We asked for access on
Oct. 27. The Soviet Foreign
Ministry said that since we
had had access on Oct. 26, they
did not feel that a meeting on
the 27th was necessary.
"The convention consular

treaty calls for continuing
access. We expect to see the
four men again. We have not
yet asked for a specific time,
preferring to wait for a full
report from the consuls before
proceeding."
Although the spokesman
refused further comment, the
reference to future access
indicated the plane's occupants would not be released
soon.
Maj. Gen. Edward C. D.
Scherrer, chief of the U.S.
military mission in Turkey,
and his assistant, Brig. Gen.
Claude M. McQuarrie Jr.,
have been detained in a
government rest house in
Lininakan, Armenia, since
their plane landed there seven
days ago.
Also being held are Ma].
James P. Russell, the pilot,
and a Turkish liaison officer.

PRANKS ARE FUN-
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IF YOU DON'T
GET CAUGHT
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Black Student Union
Meeting

(CrazY George is ueri)
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From cave to automatic,
a door is a door is a door...
By Glenn Waggoner
Managing Editor
Long ago, when molten
rock boiled in pools and
mastodons' footsteps shook
eucalyptus trees, man entered
and left his dwelling by
crawling out an open hole on
his hands and knees.
After all, there's only so
much you can do to protect the
approaches of a cave, unless

you like rolling boulders or
stacking logs.
But man obviously survived the cave, era, despite
calloused knees, sore hands
and bumped heads.
Then somewhere in the
arduous climb to man's
present stage of cultivation, or
degeneration, an idea was
born-the door.
The first actual door may
really have been the hide of

some dead bear hanging over
the opening of a hut made of
branches or mud.
Despite the obvious defects
of this device, the concept
"door" had to begin
somewhere. After all, the first
airplane was a far stretch
from a Boeing 747.
Technology is not to be
stopped, however, and such
commonplace,
innocuous
objects as doors did not escape

U.S. consults UN members
before taking Mideast stand
UNITED NATIONS (AP) The United States is sounding
out other members of the
United Nations before taking a
stand in the Middle East
debate now under way in the
General Assembly.
"We are consulting with
other delegations," said a U.S.
source. "Our precise position
will depend on developments."
U.S. sources said Ambassador Charles W. Yost will
speak in the debate but
probably will wait until a
resolution is Introduced. He
discussed the Middle East
situation in separate talks
Monday
with
Foreign
Ministers Abba Eban of Israel
and Mahmoud Riad of Egypt.
The United States and
other members are moving
cautiously until they find out
what track the Arab states
and their allies intend to take.
Washington has made
clear that it wants the Big
Powers to do their utmost to
enable U.N. envoy Gunnar V.
Jarring to resume his role as

SALE
Unique
Imports
194 S. Mali

Vatan's

Gifts for those
who appreciate

fint things....
IS* oH All T.MMrl.i
25% off All Eonlnf.
Thurt, Frl, So*

the go-between in indirect
negotiations between Israel,
Egypt and Jordon.
But the United States has
balked at fixing a target date
for resumption of Jarring's
mission.
The Americans are still
backing Israel's refusal to
resume the talks until Egypt
pulls back the Soviet antiaircraft missiles which the
United States and Israel
charge have been moved
closer to the Suez Canal zone
in violation of the three-month
cease-fire that began Aug. 7.
Egypt apparently hopes
the assembly will call for
resumption of the Jarring
talks without mentioning any
Egyptian
cease-fire
violations. This would make it

difficult for the United States
to withstand pressure from
the other three members of
the Big Four for unconditional
resumption of the Israeli-Arab
negotiations.
A group of African
delegates, at the request of
Egypt, have drawn up a
resolution demanding that
Israel resume the talks and
quit all territory wrested from
the Arab states in the 1967
war.
Israel has rejected the
resolution.
But radical
members of the Arab group,
led by Algeria, are reported to
want the resolution expanded
to recotnize the right of
Palestinians to return to their
homeland, much of which is
now Israeli territory.

the tides of change.
In fact, the News
photographer who brought our
readers
this
swinging
selection had difficulty even
finding a door that uses one of
the original "keyhole" shaped
locks.
Locks aren't the only
changes.
The whole experience of opening a door has
been dramatically revamped.
At one time, all doors
opened with reassuring clicks
and squeaks, giving one the
feeling that he's participating
in the simple but satisfying act
of coming or going.
Now, some people get their
wits scared out of them when
an electric door pops open.
Their opposites walk right into
every plate glass door and
smash their noses-expecting

Photos by Carl J. Skalak, Jr.

all doors to be electric.

One can't even be sure
about how to close a door these
days. Generally, the best bet
is to wait and see if the door
closes Itself with pneumatic
hiss, as many do now. If the
door Just hangs there, then
take over yourself.
This approach would save
those who try to push every
door closed, pneumatic or not,
and would also mean less
doors In this world would be
letting in flies.
Whatever the future holds,
doors won't get any simpler to
use or become uniform In
design.
Humanity is over a barrel.
If we want in bad enough, door
ananufacturtra reason, we'll
figure out how to overcome
the obstacles.

&

By giving blood through
the Red Cross. It won't
take long—about an hour
lor your visit, less than 10
minutes lor the actual

There is a newborn baby
who needs a whole new
blood supply ... a sick
child who longs to run
and play again ... an
accident victim who is
bleeding excessively . . .
a young mother who has
been badly burned . . an
elderly person undergoing
surgery

How you can help

d0nal,On

Give ol Nf.

Nov. 4&5
— Health Center
Call 372-2343 Now For Appt.
Alpha Phi Omega

3%
Iniitrrmtij
Knap
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American
Male

Give the cold shoulder
to winter in a Woolrich
Norfolk Jacket.
In ribbed or uncut corduroy with wool tartan lining. Get* yoii
the custom treatment In detachable cartridge belt, patch
pocKets. Get Into it and light someone's fire. Sizes: 36 to 48.
Regulars and longs About $40. Prep's 12 to 20. About $35

WHO ARE
YOU?

Be proud of your beliefs. Stand up for your
convictions. Your time to stand up and be
counted is now. Good movements need
support and recognition.
Wear with pride a beautiful movement
jacket. Each jacket bears an emblem of
your choice depicting your ideas and
beliefs. Every movement has a different
color jacket for instant recognition. A
distinctively styled jacket that you will be
pround to wear. Jackets feature zipper
front and cadet type collar.

/Mm
Her rain-windbreaker jacket
repels water like off a
duck's back ... and the
colors?? Great. Gathering at
the waist with elastic and
the pocket treatment, give
this rain garment the combo
of protection with a heap
of chic.

ENVIRONMENT - PEACE
- SPEAKERS BUREAU
BLACK PANTHER
- BSU - ALL MOVEMENTS
Avoid The Rush, Order Today
J & M DISTRIBUTORS
P.O. Box 11244
WICHITA,KANSAS
67202
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
Allow 3-5 weeks for delivery.

AMERICAN MALE from CHIEF
is just that! This line of rugged,
masculine outerwear sets the
style and provides warmth to
give you that "Right On" feeling.
The leather number here is a
"heavy" looker.

3lj* -Hniwraitij S^up
Lehman's - Bowling Green

OPEN 9-5:30

532 E. WOOSTER
BwiliAm.rlcOfd

Uiivsrsity Shop of lowliij Grata

<*

PHONE 352*5165
Student Chargat W«lcom«|
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Reds consider space co-op
MOSCOW (AP) - The Sovlet space cooperation,
president of the Soviet Keldysh replied:
"The fact that we had these
Academy of Sciences said
yesterday that the Soviet talks shows that we are Ingovernment considers it terested in having compatible
"expedient"
to
build spaceships. But this is a very
spaceships
sufficiently complex matter that requires
compatible
with
U.S. further study."
He said he waa satisfied
spacecraft to permit SovietAmerican docking and rescue with the talks and another
round will be held later "to
operations.
Mstislav V. Keldysh told a continue the study" of the
news conference that Soviet prospects.
The news conference waa
space experts had Just
completed two days of ex- called for a report on results of
ploratory negotiations with the unmanned Luna 16
representatives of the U.S. spaceship, which landed on
National Aeronautics and the moon last month, scooped
Space Administration In up a sample of moon soil and
returned it to the earth. No
Moscow.
In answer to a question on report was given on the
Die prospects of close U.S.- photographs taken by the

unmanned Zond S satellite
which landed In the Indian
Ocean and was recovered
Tuesday night after a trip
around the moon. Tass said
that the flight was "successfully completed and the
planned program of scientifictechnical studies and experiments has been fully
accomplished."
Keldysh said the NASA
representatives were the first
foreigners to view the 3.5
ounces of moon soil brought
back by Luna 16. He said
samples of the soil might be
distributed to foreign scientists "if there Is a need for
experiments
that
our
researchers cannot carry
out."

Alexander Vinogradov,
Keldysh's deputy, told the
newsmen the composition of
the Luna 16 samples differed
considerably from those
gathered by the Apollo 11 and
Apollo 12 astronauts. But he
said It would be premature to
try to determine the origin of
the moon at this point
The story of the moon's
origin "must await wider
exploration" of the lunar
surface, he said. Luna 16 took
Its samples from the Sea of
Fertility, MO miles from the
Apollo 12 landing In the Ocean
of Storms. Apollo 11 landed in
the Sea of Tranquility.
Vinogradov said it would
"probably not be correct" to
say that a Luna-type ship will

KICK THE CIGARETTE
HABIT

be used to explore other parts
of the solar system. But he
said many parts of the craft
would be Incorporated Into
new designs for flights to other
planets.
Keldysh added that "within
the next decade" Soviet
scientists might try unmanned
roundtrlp missions to the
nearest planets, Venus and
Mars.
In future roundtrlp flights,
he added, the returning
capsule might bring back
closeup photographs, atmospheric data dn other
materials Instead of moon
soil.
Keldysh reiterated that the
Soviet government is making
no preparations for a manned
moon landing, preferring to
concentrate Instead on unmanned flights, "which are
reliable and less expensive."

for disposables
CELEVELAND + - The
Standard Oil Co. of Ohio has
developed a clear plastic resin
from which safely burnable
bottles can be made, the
company announced Tuesday.

SPECIAL $5.00
Pipes to $150.00

Dorseys
Drugs

with any PIZZA order
from

DOMINO'S
352-5221
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LIVE BAND

DOWN
1 Deception.
2 Geological
division.
3 Medical
suffix.

The bottles were 80 per
cent lighter than their glass
counterparts, Just as quickly
chilled, and retained as much
flavor and carbonation as
glass. Sohio said.
In addition, the firm said
tests showed that Incinerator
discharges "did not change
significantly" when the resin
bottles wee added to material
being burned.

t

TO
DO e
TODaY
"COMING TOGETHER"

24 Manner.
25 — nowl
26 Feminine
name.
27 Feudal
estate.
28 Paul —.
29 Calender
units: abbr.
30 Hawaiian
hawks.
31 Implement.
32 Century
Slant,
preads hay
34 Print
measures.
36 Attempt.

e Field Enterprises, Inc., 1970

39 Terminate.
40 Transaction.
42 — Machree.
43 Jewel.
44 Short
jackets.
15 Barns.
1 Piano
adjuster.
47 — voce.
49 Tailless cat.
50— -dieu.
51 Fe«.l.
52 von 'lismark.
53 Shakespearean king
55 Anname e
measure
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Solution to Yesterday's Punle
CRYPTOGRAM — By Norton Hhoadrs
BAL
L" P I A

HCVOSOYPV
PV

CHAMP

ADAM:

LOSE

YP1HPOTB

VOTES

CDAMSCBAU.

Yesterday's cryptogram: Slick poker player
always tried let keep cool when chips ore
down.

VETERANSCLUB
Will meet at the Redwood
on N. Main St. at 7 p.m. in the
meeting room. All veterans
are welcome.

the River Room, Union. This
will be the last meeting and
sword practice before the Oct.
31 tournament at E. Lansing.

YOUTH
INTERNATIONAL
PARTY

Will meet at 10 p.m. in the
Alumni Room, Union to
discuss plans for s community
news service.
Printers,
editors and writers are urged
to attend.
PEACE CORPS

Will hold a community
smoker in the Alumni Room,
Union, to discuss final plans
for the march on Columbus
and the Halloween Costume
Ball.
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE
ANACHRONISM, INC.
Will meet from 7-9 pjn. In

Will meet at 7 p.m. In 115
Education Bldg.

YOUTH
INTERNATIONAL
PARTY

SKI CLUB
Will meet in 115 Education
Bldg. at 6 p.m. If you can not
attend call Al Goldstein at 3520190.

BLACKSTUDENT
UNION

Is on campus this week in
University Hall from 9 a.m. to
S p.m.

RED CROSS
BLOOD DRIVE
Call the UAO Office at 3722343 if you wish to make an
appointment for the Bloodmobile visit scheduled for
Nov. 4 and 5.
SIGMA ALPHA ETA
Will meet in the Alumni
Room. Union at 6:30p.m. This
will be a business meeting and
will feature a panel on student
teaching.

FENCING CLUB
Sponsored by the Women's
Recreation Association will
meet In the south gym of the
Women's Bldg. at 7 p.m.

ZERO POPULATION
GROWTH
Will not be held this week.
The next meeting is scheduled
for Nov. S.

WIZARD OF

1 park.r and Johnny hart

893 S. MAIN ST.

vmf

BREWING UP A

S

SALE

CLaSSIFIED

a For Halloween Weekend

1

ALL SUADE CLOTHING - 25% OFF
slacks, Y.sls, skirts, mjdi coot

i
I

Powder Piiff *

ALL BLOUSES
Buy 1 At Regular Prico
G»i 2nd For Half Prico
(mutt bt same value or Its*)

'

SCARVES
Buy ? At Regular Prico
Got 2nd For $1.00

Wanted
Mai. or female
students to wort roomings.
Apply at Roy Roger* Roast

RIDES

Rider needed to Albany or
Springfield Man.
Share
Expense. Uarlng Not. > FOR SALE OR RENT
Call George HI54
RlcknwdodtoPtttoburghFrl
N Will pay. Call Buddy 3UTNI
Ride to BwHalo. NY. Call
Gary atPM Pal House MOM
(MOVlSt)
LOST* FOUND
FOUND: White cat rlclnity of
HarshmanQued MM

(mvst be urn. value w Itst)

•

525 Rids. St.
W-if of McDonald

59 Metropolis:
It
00 UN member.
61 Latin wife.
62 Answer —
no.

The resin, from which
plastic bottles were made and
market tested in Las Vegas,
was described Tuesday at a
meeting of the Society of
Plastics Engineers at Cherry
Hill. N.J.

Will be held in the Forum of
the Student Services Bldg.
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. Sponsored by the Counseling
Center.

<^&<5B>

50< Stag

ACROSS
1 Sailing
vessel.
6 Float.
10 Small pastry.
14 Lodging
place.
15 Silkworm.
16 Agree: si.
17 Kind of acid.
18 Security
holdings.
20 Service
chow
centers.
22 Synthetic
material.
23 Anatomical
handle.
24 TVs Eve
and family,
25 Mar.
28 Pastry.
29 Illinois city.
30 Vex.
35 Lubricated.
36 Plaything.
37 Hebrew
mythical
automation.
38 Newspaper
regulars.
40 Hair
coverings.
41 Some.
42 Trees.
43 To adorn.
47 Aria.
48 Norse
goddess.
49 Motorist's
dive-in.
54 Famous Jet.
50 Choleric.
57 A wave in
France.
58 Poker
premium.

plastic resin

See our large quality
selection, including
GBD seconds

Come in

By inn A. Brnaael

Sohio develops

Buy A Pipe At
DORSEYS PIPESHOP

4 Marshes.
5 Living
things.
6 Rest.
7 Perfume.
8 Coniferae.
9 Make edging.
10 Norwegian
sight.
11 French city.
12 Par—.
13 Certain
signs.
19 State Dept.
concern.
21 Beginning of
a fairy tale.

PUZZLE

LEATHER RACING GLOVES
*•-» NOW $3.99
ODDS N ENDS

40% - 50% OFF

ETC.

1 mala roommate needed lor
winter quarter XMSH
1 male roommate winter 4
spring art. call 33MM1
Rant your mini-refrigerator at
BG Renlal. IS) W. Pos Rd.
CsilSa-ltM
Female roommate needed (or
ape H block from campus for
winter a spring quarter Call

rum

BUSl^SS
OPPGRTuNITI'S
am. by (acuity
ssoaUcki

M.M*.

Mate heto-pert
Reataa
USE.

Tired of getting 1st
around. Get your car tuned 4
wno
.wpsirwl by Ml
knows what It la like. BB4R
part MoOer. Pwrunuam. Rt lit 4
with Rt Mmi E ofBG M7-3MS.
CaO Owned sod operated by BG
Akam

deck

Niche.
awaawa.
AHpn

ToMght
II

MAKE OFFER on 'H Ford,
damn good shape-Rich 371-

orer 11(00 353-7151

m

BIG GARAGE SALE many i
old books and records,
clothing household items 4
much DOTS Thur -Sun Mot
115 Baldwin > blocks south of
Conklln
Sale IS
Upe.tr*.
warring*.
VATAN-S

par cent off all
a par otot off all
Than. Frl. 4 Sat.
1M S Main.

1 dark brown dutch boy cut
stretch wig new 1 light brown
(all Cell 351-7710
M Torino GT. Power Steering
II.PM nutew, call MM944
after «:top.m.
Sate: Honda 1H cc

1MB.

Call

For Sale "MVWBue Extras
Call 313-7131

PERSONALS
Troop m says "Kawp on
*ut*ui"-M«tlng xhu, 10
P.P (rant at Williams All
truckers Welcome. Signed
KlngTractar
Sisters o( Alpha Chi Omega:
Are you ready for the Haunted
House? It's walling (or you!
TheSlgEpa
Happy pumpkin r*y to my
New Little Sharon. Alpha
Gam Lor. Your Big (lintel
UL
Congrats Cathy on going DZ
Adrea. Yout Big Jan

Used stereo (or sale Maw
Stylist ». Phone MMM7

North Stars wish *- «■■-*
Darrow Staff for a _
Tune at Sunday's Game

For Sale ISM Triumph TR-4A
saii.iilcoae.ltea Beet after

ATOI asy-U', „•„ ajaj.
1° cr**y «t Back m

Congrats to Ami. and Patty
an their pmnins-AIpha Sigs
Controls to Brother Billy
Plttman [or being "Back of
the Week"-Slf Ep Sam
Want H.lp?
Call 2-JMl
Counseling Cantor, 310
Studenl Service.
Sig Ep Sain Sat BOO!'!
Don't forget!
lecture by
fsmous Spanish poet of
generation of 1M7, Damaao
Alonso, Frl., Oct 30, 7 p m .
Ill South Hall
Stevte Big and Little
Alpha Gam binds us; rig*
loyal ant flna us. What a
groovy family Alpha Gam
Lore—Pain
Intersted in ESP, Telepathy,
Spiritualism.
PrecognlOon.
etc.? Call 1-1317
scheduted at later data
Spanish Club Fl.ata, ITS
Wlnthrop South, M centa.
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Tate defense seeks Lennon
LOS ANGELES (AP)-The
defense wants John Lennon of
the Beatles to U-stify in the
Sharon Tate murder trial on
whether one of the group's
songs could have inspired
Charles Manson to violence.
But, in London, s spokesman
for the Beatles said yesterday
that Is "like summoning
Shakespeare to explain
Macbeth."
What's more, said the

spokesman, the song In
question-"Helter Skelter"was written not by Lennon but
by Paul McCartney, another
Beetle.
"We want John Lennon to
testify," a defense source said
in an interview Tuesday. "We
feel he may want to explain
the lyrics."
The state has asserted that
Manson ordered his followers
to kill Miss Tate and six others

Magic techonology faith
false optimism: engineer

A«ioclot»d Pr».i Wirapkoto

DETROIT POLICEMAN John Cunningham picks his steps as he
carries a pipe bomb from Black Panther headquarters Monday.
The house was the scene of a nine-hour confrontation Saturday
night after an officer was killed and another wounded.

Ecuador holds three
in service kidnaping
QUITO. Ecuador (API The Ecuadorian dictatorship
held two sons of the ousted
leftist vice president and a son
of an exiled provincial chief
yesterday but there was no
word on the fate of the kidnaped air force commander.
Truckloads of soldiers
patrolled Quito and other
cities as the army and
national police searched for
Gen. Cesar Rohn Sandoval. 45,
abducted by several persons

from his car Tuesday morning.
President Jose Velasco
Ibarra declared martial law.
The army stopped publication
of four large newspapers, aad
paratroopers occupied
broadcasting stations.
Airports were closed, and
the highways were under
military control. There were
many arrests. The country
,ias under curfew from 9 p.m.
until 5 a.m.

Newspaper poll shows
Gilligan leading Cloud
CLEVELAND (AP). The
Cleveland Plain Dealer said in
a poll published yesterday
that Democratic candidte
"John J. Gilligan appears to
be coasting easily into the
Ohio Governor's mansion."
The poll showed Gilligan
ahead of his Republican opponent, State Auditor Roger
Cloud, "by a margin of nearly
2-to-l."
Gilligan was shown as
having 49.7 per cent of the
votes, compared to Cloud's
27.1 per cent.
Edwin G. Lawton, the
, American Independent Party
gubernatorial candidate, had
1.2 per cent of the vote and
Joseph Pirincin, Socialist
Labor Party candidate, had
none.
The poll involved registerd
voters interviewed in 41
countries across the state.
Republicans also may vote
heavily for Gilligan, the

mt
NOW SHOWING
Eve. At 7:00 & 9:15
The Professor Who
Scored A New High
In Campus Fun...

IT'S

our OF

newspaper poll indicated, with
23.6 per cent saying they will
back Gilligan and 53.6 per cent
supporting Cloud.
Some 21.7 per cent of the
registered GOP voters were
undecided, the poll said.
But Democrats appeared
solidly behind Gilligan, with
the poll showing the Cincinnatian receiving 70 per cent
of his party's backing, while
9.2 per cent of the registered
Democrats said they would
vote for Cloud.

Cabinet ministers and high
military' officers met at the
national palace and in the
Defense Ministry when they
learned of the abduction, and
they suspended ceremonies
honoring the 50th anniversary
of tie air force.
Extraordinary security
measures were ordered to
protect delegations to the
celebration from 10 South
America countries and the
UniteJ States, Britain and
Spall
Tii m HI rested included
the sons of former '.ice
President ,Iori;e /avala
Baquerizo, who was ousted by
Velasco Ibarra when the 77year-old president established
a dictatorship last June with
the backing of the armed
forces. Also picked up was the
son of Gov. Assad Bucaram,
who fled to Panama after the
presidential coup.
The coup was preceded by
a period of violent student
unrest, and the dictatorship
shut down Congress and the
universities and rounded up
labor and student leadeia,
university officials and other
leftists.
Rohn Sandoval is the
hemisphere's 14th victim of
political kidnapers since 1969.

son ot*
PUUB&ER

something like that?"
In an interview, he expressed doubt that people will
"forego their own self-interest
and make the scrivices needed
to solve these problems.

are charged with murderconspiracy In the slayings.
Other entertainment
personalities have been
subpoenaed, the source said.
Among those scheduled to
take the stand are Mama Cass
Elliot and John Phillips, both
former members of the
Mamas and the Papas singing
group.
Both are said to have
known Manson in I960 when he
tried for a career as a
musician and socialized with
recording personalities.
"All of these people are
extremely reluctant to
testify," said the source, "but
they are under subpoena."
He said the women
defendants in the case are not
expected to take the witness
stand.
Manson is scheduled to be
the last witness for the
defense.

FOR SWINGERS OVER 18

The Place to Go
t\.»

FINEST ENTERTAINMENT
IN TOWN

THIS WEEK

"CAPTAIN STRANGE"

REMEMBER: THURSDAY NIGHT - 2 FOR 1
FRIDAY IS A SPECIAL LADIES NIGHT

GIRLS NO COVER

STAfMVM

Cinema Ul)

NICHOLS

U

flft/ft

SHOPPING

CfNl.D

HALLOWEEN MIDNIGHT MADNESS

Living Room Rocking Choir Seating
Acres of Free Parking
Gorgeous Modernistic Decor
The Theatre of Tomorrow Here Today
Automatic Temperature Control

.CiMtttaf

SALE

-NOWEVE - ot 7 & 9i35
P*T * SUN, MAT, - 2. .'iJO

HELD OVER - 2ND WEEK
NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME AT
POPULAR PRICES!

8 p.m. To Midnight Tonight

FANTASTIC SAVINGS
WATCH FOR DIFFERENT
HOURS OF SALES
TANK TOPS,

*•''• doling for tho
Yoor, Com* Colobrat* Ou
Lost W..k.„d With U.

"Blow-Up" Ev. at 9:30
Sat. Sun. Mat 2, 5:20

Evory 13th Cor Admlttod Froo
Anyona Born on Oct 31 Will Bo
Adialttod Froo - I.D. Noconor.

In Car Heaters For Your Comfort
I.O. Op.m at 6)30

-M-6J8

Cortooni ot 7:00

Ratod R

m FIRST SEX-HORROR FILM EVER MADE!

A witabl. f.ast of .xilosiv.
aid oxcitiig fil«-far. fro*

BLOOD AND
BLACK LACE

LEATHER
FRINGE
VESTS,

«•«■-»» ••**
Tonight only
°» 8 pm, $16. 95

BERRIES AND RIBS,
NtriartU

Michaelangelo Antonioni

ANTONIONIs

ft BEST

FIL

MBR1 H *
■■
ii

In EAST

2nd Horrifying Feature at 9:00

165 N. Main

GIGOLO

rogularS6-$12

See Them at Your Own Risk!!
For Those Who Dare To Come-

Mu< h of his testimony Is
expected to be his version of
the philosophy he preached to
members of his hippie-type
"family."
A four-pronged defense is
planned, the source said. It
will seek to expli e Manson's
philosophy by putting family
members on the stand-'There
are probably about 10
members still in this area.
They will really elucidate the
philosophy of Manson and
show his benevolent side.
They will show him as a great
nonleader who sometimes
kissed people's feet and
usually was the last to eat at
dinner time."
"Here we're starting to
move into the bizarre," said
the source. "It is not our intention to put on a bizarre
defense, although it would be
possible
to
push
the
prosecution case farther out.

•••

HALLOWEEN
SPECIAL
FRI. SAT SUN.

3rd SnpnttM Show «t 10:30
WalrDiSne-'

SANTA MARIA, Calif.(AP)
A top engineer who serves as a
consultant to the space agency
says technology can't solve
man's problems-man himself
must change.
"Lots of people think that
technology is a magic wand"
that will end pollution,
overpopulation and poverty
Vern L. Grose told scientists
and engineers Tuesday at the
Western Space Congress.
"This is also opUinism on
Uie part of the public and they
are going to sour on us further
if we let them believe that we
can solve all their problems."
Grose, an engineer who has
held important posts with
aerospace contractors for
each of the manned space
programs, is now a vice
presidentof tustin Insititute of
Technology at Santa Barbara,
a lecturer at George
Washington University and a
member of the space agency's
safety advisory group for
space flight.
Technology can solve
problems involving scientific
measurements and technical
goals, such as a moon landing,
Grose said.
But social problems involve love, hate, greed and
emotions which can't be
"squeezed,
counted
or
touched," he said. "How is a
scientist going to work with

in August of 1969, aiming to
trigger a race war which he
felt was predicted in "Helter
Skelter." The source, who
asked not be identified, said
the defense has been trying for
months to subpoena Lennon,
who it believed to be still in the
Los Angeles area, but "there
is an unbelievable wall
surrounding him."
However, the Beatles
spokesman said Lennon has
been in London since the end
of August after a six-month
vacation in California.
As for whether "Helter
Skelter" contains hidden
appeals for violence, the
spokesman said this Is
"rtdiculous-a fantasy."
The defense case is
scheduled to open next weekthe 21st week of the trial. The
source said it would last about
a month. Manson, 35, and
three young women followers

1966!
NOIIOMI

P©IMIT 1§^

Socitty
of Film Cnhcs

A Corlo Pooti Production

Antonioni's

BLOW-UP

jR*
WATCH
FOR

NOW HALF PRICE

NOW $3.79

COTTON KNIT SHIRTS
FUNKY STYLES

raaulor M - S'.SO

Tonight only, HALF PRICE

3-BUTTON SHIRT
SWEATERS -.-*»
Tonight only at 9 pm , 9.99

FAMOUS MAKE NECKWEAR,
raaulor U - SB

$2.69 or 3 for $7

BODY SHIRTS,
raaulor 110 up

Banlon and Cotton knit shirrs.
3-button mocks & berries.
Tonight only
HALF PRICE

Tonight only 6.99

WHITE JEANS,
ragulat SS

^i., » . $n

Sleeveless Cardigan,

BELTED SWEATERS,
regular $15

Tonight at 10 pm only $2.99

Tonight only $9.99

Vanessa Redgrave

David Hammings * Soroh Mai**

COLO*
tknrMm«C»U»

"Myto Brockonrldto"
Dlinav'f "Forrtlsla"
"Th. Bab\ Mok.r"-"Vlr,l.iTh. Oy,.,"

Nichols Clothiers
109 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio
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Harriers fight for starting berths
By Dm Canrday
Sports Writer
"It's pretty much definite
that the first seven this week
will run the rest of the
season."
That's the omen imposed
by cross country coach Mel
Brodt as Bowling Green's
undefeated distance runners
prepare to determine which
men will travel to the
championship meets following
this week's home encounter
with Eastern Michigan.

Coach Brodt's statement
speaks for itself. Everything
is on the line for four runners
trying to make the last two
spots available on a vaunted
Falcon crew preparing for the
MAC Championships. Central
Collegiates. NCAA Championships, and U. S. Track and
Field Federation meet in the
coming month.
Five spots seem to be
assured as stalwarts Sid Sink
and Dave Wottle are perennial
one and two finishers, Tracy
Elliot and Steve Danforth

constantly Jockey for the third
and fourth positions and unpubliclzed Bob McOmber can
be counted on to cross the
finish line fifth for the
Falcons.
"The sixth and seventh
positions are in more Jeopardy
than the fifth," asserted
Brodt. "McOmber has been
running in that fifth slot since
the second meet of the season,
except for the meet he didn't
run."
It's going to be between
Rich Schnittker, Dave Olson,
Jim Ferstle, and Craig
MacDonald for the final two
places.

"These four will battle
because they know it might be
their last opportunity to run,"
added Brodt. "Olson may
have the best chance to make
the first seven because of
experience."
Olson and injury-riddled
Ferstle are Juniors while
Schnittker and MacDonald
are freshmen. They will be
viewed intently by coach
Brodt Saturday to see if two of
them can fill a couple of the
most vital spots on the team.
"The sixth and seventh
men are valuable even though
they don't score," explained
Brodt.
"They become
'pushers' because they can

feel a lot of the competitive
edge this week as they run
against each other in practice.
All are trying to get totally
ready, physically and mentally, for the all important
"inter-team" match.
Coach Brodt claimed, "Iff
a two-purpose meet. Number
one is to win the meet.
Number two is the battle to
settle upon the first seven."
The reactions of the four
runners involved in the
number two purpose were all
indicative of natural incentive, but the comments
they made on the situation
were somewhat guarded and
showed the outward healthy
way they feel toward each
other.
"All the guys are fighting
for the top seven," said
MacDonald. "I'll try to run
my best this week so I can
keep running the rest of the
season.
I don't feel I've
reached my peak yet so I'll try
to reach it this weekend."
"The competitive race
between us, the six, seven,
eight, and nine men, will
probably be more competitive
than the actual race," admitted Schnittker. "You can
feel an air about the situation.
Guys are kidding, 'The Juniors
aren't going to let the freshmen beat them this Saturday.' "
"All I care is that the beat
ones win because we have
three big meets coming and I
just want the best we have to
run in them," said Ferstle.
"There's always a good
natural rivalry among all the
team members and there's a
little more emphasis to make
the top seven this week,
because we know it might be
the last race for some of us,"
concluded Olson.

make the other team's score
higher."
A break occurred for the
competing quartet when
another challenger. Junior
Rich Breeze, suffered an
Injury.
"Breeze's spiking two
weeks ago set him back,"
commented Brodt. "He tried
to run in the time trial last
week but didn't finish. This
has taken its toll because he
was running in the sixth and
seventh and seventh slots
behind McOmber"
This of course takes some
of the pressure off Olson,
Ferstle, Schnittker, and
MacDonald, who still have to

Falcon monsterback earns
player -of-week honors
By Denny White
Sports Editor
Look hard enough and you
can usually find consolation in
losing. Maybe it is only the
satisfaction in trying your
best, but for Art Curtis this
week, it was that and
something more.
The Falcons' mobile
monsterback was selected as
the Mid-American Conference
Defensive Player of the Week,
even though Bowling Green
was outscored, 7-3, by Miami.
"Sure, I consider It a big
honor, but as for getting it in a
losing clause, we did the best
we could, and that's what
athletics is all about," said

Owner denies
signing Flood

N«wtphoto by Jim F«rttl«

FIFTH MAN Bob McOmber will be
streaking around the home course
Saturday in hopes of being in the elite top
seven Falcon finishers who will continue
Bowling Green's quest of a National title.

Lady swimmers triumph
Haker combined with Tracy
Mencell, and Debbie Baltz to
take first in the 200 yard
medley relay.
In the 200 yard freestyle
relay it was Miss Baltz, and
Miss Smith, together with
Miss Faust, and Barb Parish
"They surprised me doing for the win in that event.
as well as they did, since we
Individual winners inhave to fight to use the pool," cluded Miss Faust in the 100
said Mrs. Jean Campbell, the yard individual medley, and
swim team advisor.
200 yard free style, Miss Smith
Led by co-captain Jan in the 50 yard backstroke,
Haker, Amy Smith, and Miss Haker, the 50 yard
Nancy Faust who won every butterfly, and 100 yard
event they swam, the female breaststroke in which Kathy
Falcons splashed their way to Haas took second.
Co-captain Phyllis HamII wins.
Miss Smith, and Miss mon took first in diving.

There were two Falcon
teams which migrated to
Miami last weekend, and
while the football team lost,
Bowling Green's women swim
team made it a split by
beating Miami 65-39.

NEW YORK (AP) - Robert
Short, the owner of the
Washington Senators, said
yesterday he had not yet
signed outfielder Curt Flood
but Baseball Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn said "there is a
possibility something definite
may develop shortly."
The Washington Post
earlier had reported that
Flood, still engaged in an
antitrust lawsuit involving
baseball's controversial
reserve clause, had agreed to
salary terms at a price in
excess of |90,000-a-year.
But Short denied that an
Marvin Miller, executive
director of the Major League
Players Association, which is
backing Flood's suit, labeled
the story "flatly untrue."
All,
however
acknowledged that Short, who
recently acquired bad-boy
pitcher Denny McLain for the
Senators, had met with Flood
in New York to discuss the
situation invovling his playing
for Washington despite the
lawsuit.
"I have not signed Mr.
Flood,'' Short told Washington
radio station WWDC. "But I
have always indicated I
would-and I will."
Short also said he did not
feel that Flood's signing with
the Senators would prejudice
his case against baseball.

BG's third recipientof player
of the week honors.
Curtis was co-honored with
the offensive star of the same
game. Redskin running back
Tim Fortney, who dodged and
hurdled would-be Falcln
ladders for 199 yards, including the seven yard gamewinning touchdown.
These two aggressive
seniors were also key figures
in the Bowling Green versus
Miami grid contest last year.
Art scored the only points with
a 39 yard, third quarter field
goal and Fortney missed a
short pass which popped into
Joe Green's grasp, squelching
the 'skins deepest drive.
Last Saturday afternoon,
Fortney was the one smiling
as well-wishers and reporters
surrounded him, while down
the corridor in Withrow Court,
Curtis was Just shaking his
head dejectedly.
The lanky all-around
athlete from Melville, N.Y.
had recovered a fumble by
Fortney and intercepted a Jim
Bengals pass, both Inside the
BG 20 yard line, smothering
Miami's
third
period
momentum. Until Fortney's
late spurt, Curtis had the
game ball reserved, buf Art
still proved something-that he
can do more than kick.
"I was the big here last
year for that one play, which
wasn't right. It was a battle
between the 30 yard lines, like
this year, nd theother players
deserved as much credit,"
said Curtis, a confirmed
monsterback and ex-kicker.
Art would love to kick
again but it hurts his knee
too much, and would love to be
out on the field the whole
game, but it is too exhausting,
so he is content to "stick"
guys like Fortney and cover
receivers like Miami's Mike
Palija, if it means playing.
"It's a great position,"
raved Curtis about being
monsterback. "And I'm put in
position to make the big plays,
so the fumbles (four) I've
recovered and the Interceptions (two) I've made
have been alot because of the
position."
"Compared to the pres,
monsterback is like strong

C.P.O.
SHIRTS
Handsome CPO
Shirts Of Rugged
Wool Blends
Men's Styles In
Bold Plaids And
Navy
SIZES M-L-Xl
Values To 58.97

NOW $5.00
1080 S. Main

safety, but at the college level,
at least here, it's about
halfway between linebacker
and defensive back," explained Art. "Basically, I
stunt or play tight run support,
and when I stunt, someone
behind me has to cover; that's
the way our defensive
works."

#
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FRESHMAN Craig MacDonald will need
his best performance this coming meet if
he has any intention of running in the big
upcoming cross-country encounters.

Booters lose to Spartans in overtime
2 match to invading and
rugged Michigan State.
Bowling Green opened the
scoring early in the match as
Dave Dyminaki "backed" a
goal in. Ed Marsemans took a
shot from the outside which

By Joe Burchlck
Sports Writer
So close, but yet so far.
This was the feeling of the
Falcon soccer team last night
as they lost a heartbreaking 4-

caromed off Dyminski's back
and into the Michigan State
goal, giving the hosts a 1-0
lead at 11:25 of the first.
The Falcons made the lead
stand up through the first half
as beautiful passing and excellent teamwork kept the
visitors at bay.
In the third period,
Michigan State suffered two
key losses in their lineup.
First, Spartan . goalie had to
leave the contest with a knee
injury. Then, right fullback
Lennox Robinson sustained a
back and spine injury and had
to be carried off the field.
It seemed that after those
two injuries, the Spartans
came to life. At 14:55 of the
third period John Huska
booted a goal past Falcon
goalie John Essig deadlocking

the count at 1-1. He was
assisted by Jerry Murray.
Murray
later
gave
Michigan State the lead as he
scored with an assist from
Dave Walsh at 8:05 of the
fourth period and it appeared
that the lead would hold up.But the Falcons "roared
right back and with 2:00 left
in regulation time Mike
Kamienski shot one past the
goalie to tie the game at 2-2.
But that goal marked the
climax of BG's efforts for the
night as Michigan State
completely dominated the
overlie registering two quick
goals and winning the game 42.
This Saturday, the Falcons
close out their home portion of
their season with an 11 a.m.
encounter against Ohio State.

NCAA bans three

ANOTHER FRUSTRATING chase is
under way. Unfortuantely for the Falcon
booters, their efforts were in vain as they
lost another match.
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Dimmer
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PANCAKES A WAFFLES
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NEW ORLEANS, La. (AP)
- The governing council of the
NCAA placed three universities on probation yesterday,
barring Kansas State and the
University of Tulsa from postseason football for three
years, and reprimanding
Jacksonville, Fla , University.
Kansas State had already
been placed under similar
restrictions by the Big Eight
Conference. In the Kansas
State case, the NCAA upheld
the Big Eight's reprimand and
censure of Vines Gibson, head
football coach "for failure to
administer, supervise and
apply the rules" of the Big
Eight and NCAA.
The NCAA action against
Tulsa went somewhat further
than action taken earlier by
the Missouri Valley Conference, which fined Tulsa
$1,500 and placed its grid team
on probation for 1970-71. The
NCAA added two years to the
conference decision.
No punitive action was
taken against Jacksonville
beyond the reprimand and
censure for the university's
summer employment, obtained with the school's help,
of basketball star Artis
Gilmore.
The NCAA said he was paid
more for his work than the
"going rate in that locality for
services of like character" In
a city summer recreation
program.
In the Kansas State and
Tulsa cases, the basic
violation was improper
financial assistance, mostly

concerning transportation for
prospective athletes and their
families. The council said
Tulsa's athletic department
"on occasion acted in place of
the institution's scholarship
committee."
Secreral assistant football
coaches at Kansas State and
Tulsa have been dismissed or
have resigned since the infractions occurred, the NCAA'
council said.

•rodia, Loaooici
top Hirttrbicks
NEW YORK (AP) - The
Bay Area Bombers may be a
roller derby team-but when it
comes to football it's John
Brodie and Daryle Lamonica.
The two quarterbacks,
Brodie of the National Conference's San Francisco 49ers
and Lamonica of the
American Conference's
Oakland Raiders, are so close
in the National Football
League's passing charts they
look like Siamese twins.
According to statistics
released Thursday by the
NFL, Brodie and Lamonica
have thrown for identical
yardage-1,328 apiece—to lead
their conferences.
Brodie has the edge in the
completion percentage, 58.2 to
57, the longer pass completion,
68 yards to 60, and the fewer
interceptions, three to eight,
while Lamonica is tops in
average yards gained with ,
I.OS to 7.81 and in touchdown
with 12 to nine.

